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Specialists in Rapid-Response Reconditioning
Thames-based A&G Price Ltd has added a new
service to its extensive engineering capabilities
— cost-effective, on-site maintenance of
industrial plant.
A familiarity with heavy mining, locomotive,
and industrial equipment stretching back almost
140 years — often as the original manufacture
— enables A&G Price to repair and recondition
hydro turbines, roller mill housings, heavy
presses, rock crushers, complete gearboxes and
other demanding machinery, economically and

Above Right: A&G Price
engineers tackle a
difficult refurbishment
at Omya’s calcium
carbonate processing
works in Te Kuiti

effectively. Often A&G Price will work with

engineering team is committed to working
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and material modifications as part of the

test mechanical equipment with a minimum of
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Given the long lead times on the purchase of
new heavy steel forgings and other replacement
capital plant, the repair of legacy plant to

overloads, the cause will be identified and a

‘as new’ condition can prove a cost-effective

reconditioning solution devised to minimise such

solution, reducing down-time and significantly

damage in the future.

extending the productive life of essential
Below: The mining
industry often calls on
the company’s skilled

Where damage is due to mechanical or
thermal fatigue, corrosion, normal wear or acute

machinery.
Responding to emergency breakdowns,

A&G Price has developed the processes to
undertake vital time-sensitive maintenance
and repairs with the minimum of disruption

fitters, as here at the

scheduled factory shutdowns or routine

to work flow. Its team is able to make an

Martha mine in Waihi.

maintenance requirements, A&G Price’s

on-site inspection, co-ordinate a shutdown over
a weekend or other suitable off-peak period,
and oversee removal of client plant to its own
workshops for refurbishment or repair.
As a fully-integrated engineering works,
A&G Price is able to undertake and projectmanage all such remedial work in-house. By
eliminating the need for sub-contractors, it is
able to guarantee the high quality and timely
completion of all projects.
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